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Species Guide
Brazilian Wood Depot
Brazilian Wood Depot is a direct importer of Brazilian Hardwoods and maintains
a reliable supply of the highest quality materials for decking, railing, siding,
and plank flooring.
We offer fasteners, finishes and technical support to suppliers, contractors and
home owners looking for the best products at the best prices. Our quality lumber is
RealWood™ certified and we stand behind our fasteners, finishes and accessories as
being the highest quality products for the task at hand.
Brazilian Wood Depot specializes in Brazilian Hardwoods and, in doing so, only
carries high-quality Brazilian Hardwood lumber. All of our wood is 100% RealWood™
certified. That means, 100% Natural- no treatments, no preservatives, no chemicals
and 100% biodegradable. Brazilian Hardwoods don’t need chemical treatments for
longevity. They are naturally resistant to rot, decay and insect attack.
Find more information at www.bwdepot.com and click the video below to watch a
short, 90 second video of the benefits of Brazilian Hardwoods.

Ipé Brazilian Walnut
Ipé is olive-brown to dark-brown in color. Ipé is one of the hardest and
most durable woods found anywhere in the world. A fantastic choice
for decking, flooring, and siding, as well as other commercial applications due to its strength and longevity. Janka Hardness: 3680

Ipé

Cumaru Brazilian Teak
Cumaru Rosa hardwood is a reddish brown to deep, cherry red, with
beautiful grain patterns. Used interchangeably with Ipe because of its
comparable strength, hardness and high resistance to wear, rot and
insects. Janka Hardness: 3540

Cumaru

Massaranduba Brazilian Redwood
Massaranduba is a beautiful plum red tinted to reddish-brown color.
It’s known for a lack of visible knots, and a consistent grain with subtle
demarcation partially due to the dark, deep color. This wood starts
plum and ages to a deep, Hershey’s brown. Janka Hardness: 3190

Massaranduba

Purpleheart
Named for it’s characteristic vibrant purple, red and pink colors when
first cut. Red, purple and pink hues turn to shades of brown when
exposed to sunlight. It begins to look similar to Ipe after 7-10 days of
sunlight exposure. Janka Hardness: 3630

Purpleheart

Tigerwood
Named for it’s characteristic blonde-brown stripes. The blonde color
will darken and display deeper, reddish hues over time when used
outdoors. The unique “tiger” stripes make Tigerwood a one of a kind
choice for a variety of applications, however is not recommended for
use in all day sun exposure. Janka Hardness: 2170

Tigerwood

Garapa
Garapa is a blonde or wheat-brown which will also darken and
become an amber-tinted brown over time. Garapa wood is used for
everything from flooring to decking to cabinet work and heavy carpentry applications -- even ship building. Janka Hardness: 1650

Garapa
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Plank Flooring
Standard flooring boards normally
provide an even spread of lengths from
1’ – 7’ long. Hardwood plank flooring has
much longer boards that range from 6’ –
14’ long. These longer planks enhance the
beauty in the wood grain. White and Red
Oak, common hardwood flooring species,
have a 1360 and 1260 Janka hardness
rating respectively which makes them
less resistant to normal wear. Hardwood
flooring made from Brazilian Hardwood
flooring is substantially harder than domestic wood flooring and will far outlast
any other wood-flooring option, even
outliving the life of the home.

Decking
Brazilian hardwoods offer beauty, durability and strength that other decking options cannot match. Brazilian Hardwood
Decks are naturally resistant to rot, decay,
insect attack and sagging between joists,
characteristics that no other deck material
can offer. Having a variety of colors, Brazilian wood species allow homeowners and
contractors to choose the best hardwood
for their decking plans.

Siding
Rainscreen siding of Ipe, Purpleheart,
Massaranduba and other premium hardwoods is unique in appearance and many
choices are available for color preference.
Brazilian Hardwood lumber is rated to last
a lifetime - 40 to 100 years - and provides
better protection from mold than other
siding materials. Brazilian Hardwoods will
remain durable and rot resistant for a lifetime with minimal care, however, as with
all Brazilian Hardwoods, finish application
is required for color maintenance.
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